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Abstract—Software that are controlling radar are real time
in nature. These software implement mission critical and safety
critical requirements. Any single failure could result in major
mission or operational failure. The software in radar consists
of multiple interacting subsystems. Proper functioning and in-
teractions of these subsystems in real time is very important.
Therefore the interfaces between these subsystems have to be
tested thoroughly for robustness, stress and boundary conditions.
The interface interaction among the subsystems involve signal
detection, multiple tracks tracking, Dwell scheduling, waveform
parameters setting, array calibration, radar health and safety
parameters monitoring etc.

A Generic Robustness and Stress Testing Tool (GRST) was
developed to perform interface stress testing. The tool scans
through the interface parameters and perform stress test at
interface level which will put the subsystems for robustness
testing to detect major functional failure before the system is
integrated into final system.

I. INTRODUCTION

A Radar system is a real time and mission critical system
and its backend consists software modules to perform resource
management (Radar controller), Signal Processor, Data Pro-
cessor, Radar Display, Synchronization, etc. Radar’s backend
is software intensive, where multiple Radar subsystems have to
interact with each other in a synchronized manner to perform
the Radar’s operational requirements. Interface, robustness,
boundary and stress testing of the Radar subsystems are
indispensable before their integration. Moreover, the interfaces
between the Radar subsystems have to be verified for Radar
operation requirement. The main objective behind the develop-
ment of this tool is to make a generic testing tool that can take
all kind of interface structures through configurations files.
Configuration files can be generated through the Graphical
User Interface (GUI) of the Generic Robustness and Stress
Testing Tool (GRST).

Radars Interface messages parameters play vital role in
subsystem communication and they contain very critical data
like signal detection, multiple targets tracking, wave form
parameter setting, Radar beam control parameters, health
parameters, Dwell scheduling, and IQ data, any single failure
of these parameters data could result the failure of mission or
operation.

Section II gives an overview of GRST and section III
describes its implementation. Some of the results obtained by
using the tool during testing are given in section IV.

Fig. 1. Block Diagram of GRST

II. GENERIC ROBUSTNESS AND STRESS TESTING TOOL

GRST is a generic software testing tool for checking inter-
face functionality, boundaries and robustness conditions and
stress testing of Radars subsystems. It has the capability to
handle all kind of interface structures through tools configura-
tion files and perform the testing on the same without changing
the tool code. This tool will run on a network environment and
send all interface data/parameters to target Radar subsystems
and monitor the outcome of the same. This tool is Config-
urable based on subsystem message structures and can log the
messages. A number of simulators are required to test each
of these Radar subsystems. In general, these simulators are
tightly coupled with the associated Radar subsystems since
they are developed to test the exact functionalities of the Radar
subsystems. Usually, Radar requirements are highly volatile,
which leads to frequent changes in the software, as the sim-
ulators are tightly coupled with the software, this necessitates
changes in the simulators as well. A block diagram showing
the interaction between GRST and the Radar subsystems is
shown in Fig. 1.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

This tool has two major modules, one for Radars subsystems
interface, robustness and stress testing and the other for tool
configuration through GUI. In GRST testing module user can
test Radar’s subsystems interfaces, robustness and stress with
other related subsystem.For interface testing user can select
both source and destination subsystems then all its related
messages will be listed,now user can send any message to
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Fig. 2. Subsystem Configuration Through GUI

Fig. 3. Subsystem Message Configuration Through GUI

check the interrace.Boundaries and robustness test can be done
by setting each message field value with min. value, max value,
mid. Value, out of boundary or a user defined value and send
to the target subsystem. For stress test user can set a loop
limit and the tool will keep sending that message to the target
subsystem continuously, till the limit is reached.In GRST GUI
configuration module user can add/Edit/Delete/View the Radar
subsystems and set the interface with other Radar subsystems
by setting IP address, port number and messages range. After
setting interface between two radar subsystem user can add
messages between them by setting message name, message
id,other fields like range rate, Elevation, Azimuth,number of
PRF, array fields (1D and 2D) and substructure.(Fig. 2 &
Fig. 3). These data will be saved in two configuration file.
One configuration file contains messages list of all radar
subsystem and the other contains message declarations. These
configuration files can be configured manually too. The
messages between a Radar’s Back-end subsystems may be
classified as:

i. Point to Point Messages
ii. Broadcast Messages

iii. Information Messages
iv. Logging Messages
v. Multi-cast Messages

The messages will have a message body and a common header
format. The message body contains the message specific
parameters. The messages include

1. BIT Query
2. BIT Response
3. Thermal Status

Fig. 4. Snippet From Message List Configuration File

Fig. 5. Snippet From Message Declaration Configuration File

Fig. 6. Interface and Test Selection in GRST

4. Calibration Status
5. Dwell Command
6. Mode Command
7. Detection Report
8. Beam Request
9. Track Info

10. Radar State
11. Beam Position
12. Track Selection
Interface messages requirements are captured from Interface
Requirement Specification (IRS) [1] and Interface Detailed
Design (IDD) [2] and based on that two configuration file
messages are created (Fig. 4 & Fig. 5). GRST reads these
configuration files and lists all the messages. After setting
the interface between Radar subsystems user can add / Edit
/ Delete the messages as well.(Fig. 6).The software is im-
plemented in C# programming language under the Windows
Operating System.

IV. RESULTS

Some of the results obtained while using GRST for the inter-
face testing of the Data Processor (DP) of one of the Radars
is described in this section. Fig. 7 shows the configuration
of BIT Query message between the Radar Controller (RC)
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Fig. 7. Sending a BIT Query message from Radar Controller to Data
Processor

Fig. 8. Status After Sending BIT Query message from Radar Controller to
Data Processor

Fig. 9. A Robustness Test Scenario for Data Processor

and the DP. This message is configured through GRSTs Main
Window. The field values are then set with min. / max. / mid
/ out of boundary / user defined values and the message is
sent across. The communication status is shown in Fig. 8. A
robustness test scenario for DP is shown in Fig. 9. Here the
BIT Query message size has been increased to 55000 bytes
and then sent to the DP from the RC. For the stress testing of
this subsystem, the loop count (number of times the message
has to be sent) has been increased to 10000 as in Fig. 10. The
BIT Query message from RC is then sent to the DP 10000
times. These tests were performed on DP with other messages.
Interfaces between other subsystems were also tested. Quite a
number of failures were observed during this testing, including
occasional subsystem crashes. The tool helped in bringing out
the flaws quite early, thus helped in meeting the development
time schedules.

V. CONCLUSION

GRST is a very powerful tool for checking radar subsystems
interface functionalities. GRST has been used in multiple radar

Fig. 10. A Stress Test Scenario for Data Processor

development and found to be very effective in early detection
and removal of critical errors.

Further it is planned to enhance the functionalities of GRST
for generate the messages structures and classes, make a
generic interface with other radar simulators / tools, real time
data analysis (snooping) integration with real, calibration and
BIT failure.
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